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Highlights

• Solvent and scavenging induce control of enhanced NLO response.
• Possibility of devices operating between 159.15 ≤ 𝛽HRS ≤ 4393.97 au.
• NLO response is greater than usual chromophores like urea (37.3 au) and p-nitroaniline (74.3 au).
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Abstract

Solute-solvent interactions and deprotonation effects have been related to second-order nonlinear optical response modulators. This
work takes advantage of sequential Monte Carlo/Quantum mechanics together with Time-Dependent Density Functional Theory,
Coupled Cluster methods, and the hyper-Rayleigh scattering formalism to investigate how these effects influence the stability
and optical response of p-coumaric acid (pCA) and its anionic and diionic forms. The solvent influences the chromophores in
different ways, inducing bathochromic and hypsochromic solvatochromism so for the neutral pCA molecule as for its deprotonated
derivatives. The results indicate a high sensitivity of the nonlinear optics (NLO) parameters with relation to proton dissociation.
Ionization of the carboxyl group produces the lowest values of the first frequency-dependent hyperpolarizability (βHRS), while
phenolic deprotonation leads to the highest values. The results show that proton removal can be used as a switch that modulates
the NLO response within a wide range of values (159.15 ≤ βHRS ≤ 4393.97 au) greater than those reported for reference NLO
chromophores like urea (37.3 au) and p-nitroaniline (74.3 au). Thermochemical analysis of enthalpies and Gibbs free energies
indicate that both monoionic forms of the pCA molecule are the most stable in gas or water solvents. Furthermore, these structures
represent the limits of NLO modulation in the gas and solvent phases. Analysis of the projected density of states and mapping of
the molecular electrostatic potential indicate that increased contributions from conduction electrons found in the aromatic ring are
the mechanism by which deprotonation enhances the NLO response. All the results show that ionic pCA forms are promising in
the functionalization of optoelectronic devices.

Keywords: UV-Vis spectra, thermochemistry, NLO properties, solvent effects, Coupled Custer methods, Monte Carlo simulations

1. Introduction1

There are two main strategies to amplify a given molecular2

property. First, chemical synthesis, in which known molecular3

groups are inserted into the molecular body to enhance this ef-4

fect [1]. Second, to use the solvent as a means of producing po-5

larization and specific intermolecular interactions like Coulomb6

and van der Waals forces to control this property [2–4]. This7

last method can affect the conformational equilibrium relative8

to the gas phase [5, 6], which can be explained, in general, by9

the difference in free energy between conformations in solu-10

tion, mainly in polar solvents, where structures with a stronger11

dipole moment are expected to be favored [7].12

However, among the effects mentioned above, molecular sol-13

vatochromism is the best-known solvent contribution. This ef-14
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fect is the result of the action of the solvent on the shape, in-15

tensity, and position of the transition lines of the absorption and16

emission spectra [2, 3, 8–10]. They are said to be bathochromic17

or hypsochromic if the solvent shifts a given excitation towards18

lower or higher energies, respectively, and just to get a gen-19

eral idea, knowledge of this behavior is essential if one wishes20

to propose optical applications such as bioprobes and sensors21

[11, 12].22

On the other hand, although a mature knowledge of the23

treatment of properties related to electronic excitations is cur-24

rently shared, the molecular NLO response remains a chal-25

lenge. Knowledge of these effects is relatively recent, only ob-26

served after the discovery of the first high-power laser in 196027

by Mainman [13]. Since then, various electro-optical devices28

such as organic light-emitting diodes, solar cells, and sensors29

have been proposed. The advantage of such devices is that they30

propagate some information as fast as the speed of light allows,31
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(a) pCA

(b) 9-pCA−

(c) 1-pCA−

(d) pCA2−

Figure 1: Geometries of the p-coumaric acid forms obtained at the B3LYP/6-
311G++(d,p) at gas-phase conditions.

giving greater efficiency compared to conventional electronic32

devices [14, 15].33

Nowadays, in the fabrication of NLO devices, organic chro-34

mophores are known to be more efficient than inorganic dyes35

as they better resist the breakdown threshold imposed by high-36

power light. In addition, organic dyes are easily manipulated by37

standard chemical synthesis procedures, allowing an alternative38

to adjusting the NLO response [16, 17]. Therefore, the mate-39

rials science community has put a lot of effort into planning40

how to harness, improve, and control NLO behavior in organic41

chromophores [18]. After a decade of NLO, most of these the-42

oretical advances that were compiled in a review by Ratner and43

collaborators [19], are being systematically updated [20, 21].44

In this direction, two decades ago, Wang [22] and Nisic [23]45

demonstrated how the modulation of second-order NLO prop-46

erties can be efficiently improved by taking advantage of simple47

protonation/deprotonation procedures. In particular, this work48

has opened up a wide range of possibilities. For example, it49

has recently been shown that simple deprotonation effects and50

solute-solvent interactions can change the second-order NLO51

behavior of azo dyes to giant values of the first hyperpolar-52

izability [24, 25]. However, practically no discussion on the53

effects of proton dissociation on organic dyes deals with their54

stability, which could be a worrying sign, considering that the55

stability of these dyes depends on various factors, for example,56

the pH of the medium, and its polarity, among others.57

Within the scenario described above, pCA emerges as an in-58

teresting and promising case study (see Fig. 1). This organic59

dye is well known for its recognized biological use as an an-60

tioxidant, anti-inflammatory, and antiplatelet agent, as well as61

against human diseases such as diabetes and cancer [26]. Re-62

garding its physicochemical properties, it has been experimen-63

tally demonstrated how the simple dissociation of mono and64

diprotons can cause a strong change in the ultraviolet-visible65

(UV-Vis) spectrum. However, the second-order NLO response66

depends linearly on the optical gap (β ∝ λmax) [19], which67

means that the way pCA molecules interact with the light can68

be significantly altered.69

Thus, based on molecular modeling techniques and quantum70

mechanical approximation, this work presents for the first time71

a systematic thermochemical discussion on the formation and72

stability of monoionic and diionic forms of pCA molecules un-73

der gaseous and liquid conditions using different levels of sol-74

vation models. Special attention is paid to linear and non-linear75

optical properties.76

2. Methodology77

The structure in the gas phase (see Fig. 1) and the elec-78

tronic properties of pCA and the monoanionic (9-pCA− and 1-79

pCA−) and dianionic (pCA−2) were determined by performing80

density functional theory (DFT) calculations [31–33] using the81

B3LYP [34, 35] exchange-correlation functional, and Møller-82

Plesset second-order perturbation theory (MP2) [36]. These83

methods were used in combination with the Pople basis set, 6-84

311+G(d,p) [37, 38]. The electronic excitation energies were85

determined by applying the time-dependent density functional86

theory (TD-DFT) [41] with the CAM-B3LYP functional imple-87

mented in the Gaussian 09 [42] program.88

The analysis of the electronic properties of the pCA in aque-89

ous solution was based on the continuous and discrete models90

of the solvent. We use the continuum polarized model (PCM)91

[43, 44] and for the discrete model we performed the sequen-92

tial procedure of quantum mechanics and molecular mechanics,93

S-QM/MM [45–47].94

In the S-QM/MM procedure, initially, the liquid phase con-95

figurations are sampled from molecular simulations, and after96

statistical analysis, only configurations with less than 10% sta-97

tistical correlation are selected and subjected to quantum me-98

chanics calculations. In our study, we used the Monte Carlo99

(MC) method with the Metropolis sampling technique [48] to100
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perform the liquid simulation. This sampling was performed101

separately for structures pCA, 1-pCA−, 9-pCA−, and pCA2− in102

water. We assume that the pCA structures in water are not sig-103

nificantly modified concerning those in the gas phase. Thus,104

the structures (optimized at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level) re-105

mained rigid during MC sampling generated by the DICE [49].106

The MC sampling was carried out under standard conditions107

(p = 1 atm; T = 298 K) in the NpT ensemble for a system108

with one pCA molecule and N = 1000 molecules of water in a109

cube box of length L ≈ 31.14 Å and applying periodic bound-110

ary conditions and image method. In the pairwise energy cal-111

culation, the pCA interacts with all water molecules within a112

separation from the center of mass that is smaller than the cut-113

off radius rc = L/2 (i.e., approximately 15.57 Å in the studied114

case). For separations greater than rc, the long-range correction115

of the potential energy [50] was calculated. In each simulation,116

15 × 106 MC steps were performed in the thermalization stage117

and 37 × 106 MC steps in the production stage.118

The solute-water and water-water interactions were de-119

scribed by a Lennard-Jones intermolecular potential plus a120

Coulombic term described by the interactions between atomic121

point charges. Water was represented by the SPC model [51].122

The choice of Lennard-Jones parameters for the pCA molecule123

was driven by the OPLS force field [52]. The Gibbs free energy124

of hydration, ∆Gsolv, was calculated using the PCM.125

The NLO response of matter, when high power of field E126

light interacts with a chromophore of field E, the total dipole127

moment becomes128

µind = µp +

x,y,z∑
j

αi jE j +
1
2!

x,y,z∑
j,k

βi jkE jEk + ... (1)

In this expression, while µp is the permanent dipole moment,129

α is a tensor of rank 2 relevant in structural chemistry. How-130

ever, since this tensor is not the focus of the present work, it131

will not be evaluated. In contrast, The main focus is on the132

frequency-dependent first hyperpolarizability (βHRS) obtained133

within the hyper-Rayleigh scattering formalism [54, 56], in134

which the tensor’s components can be handled to obtain the135

dipolar (ΦJ=1) and octupolar (ΦJ=3) contributions to the NLO136

response, besides the depolarization ratio (DR). Many authors137

generally combine information extracted from these parame-138

ters constructing scales that classify chromophores according139

to their dipolar-octupolar architecture [54].140

Regarding the calculation of NLO properties, Coupled Clus-141

ter (CC) methods are considered to be state-of-the-art among142

electronic structure methods and are often used as a reference143

to analyze the performance of other electronic structure meth-144

ods [55]. Therefore, we used CCSD and CC2 and some DFT-145

based methods with standard base set 6-311++G(d, p) [37, 38]146

to analyze the NLO response of pCA molecules. The choice147

of this particular basis set is based on previous work show-148

ing that small basis sets can describe NLO parameters if po-149

larizable and diffuse functions are taken into account. Partic-150

ularly, de Wergifosse and Champagne investigated the depen-151

dence of the basis set together CC methods using some push-152

pull π-conjugated systems as a test case [39]. According to153

their results, a better balance between precision and compu-154

tational efforts was achieved using the 6-31+G(d) to describe155

systems that present alternated single and triple C-C bonds. On156

the other hand, 6-31G(d) is enough to describe polymer links157

(=C-C=C-C=). Similar results have been found studying p-158

quinodimethane dyes [40]. Moreover, we also performed our159

own investigation on the basis set at CCSD level of calculations160

in the gas phase (see Table SS). As respected, the smallest 6-161

31G basis set is enough to approach the results obtained using162

the greatest 6-311++G** functions.163

For the contributions of the solvent to the quantum mechani-164

cal properties, we take advantage of four solvation models:165

• PCM: The Integral-Equation Formalism of the polariz-166

able continuum model, [43, 44] that encloses the solute167

in a cavity that conforms to the shape of the molecule and168

represents the solvent as a continuum environment with a169

dielectric constant ε.170

• ASEC: The solvent surrounding the pCA form is rep-171

resented by the superposition of 100 uncorrelated sol-172

vent structures extracted from Monte Carlo Simulations,173

in which the atoms of solvent molecules were replaced174

by their normalized atomic charges generating an Av-175

erage Solvent Electrostatic Configuration (ASEC) [53].176

Each selected solvent structure accounts for the 300 wa-177

ter molecules nearest to the solute within a radius of 13Å,178

totalizing 90000 enfolding point charges.179

• HB+PC and MS+PC: While the former incorporates only180

the solute-solvent hydrogen bonds in the electrostatic field181

of the remaining 300 solvent molecules accounted for as182

point charges, the latter includes all of the micro-solvation183

shells. These proposals account for the closest specific184

solute-solvent interactions, from Van der Waals forces to185

electrostatic interactions of bulk molecules.186

From the thermochemical point of view, the Gibbs Free En-187

ergies are recovered as:188

∆G(1)
g = Gg(x-pCA−) +Gg(H+) −Gg(pCA)

∆G(2)
g = Gg(pCA2−) +Gg(H+) −Gg(x-pCA−) (2)

where x = 9 or 1. Moreover, the involved pKa are obtained189

using the relations:190

pk1
a =

∆G(1)
aq

RTln(10)
and pk2

a =
∆G(2)

aq

RTln(10)
(3)

where

∆G(1)
aq = ∆G(1)

g +∆Gsolv(x-pCA−)+∆Gsolv(H+)−∆G(pCA) (4)

and

∆G(2)
aq = ∆G(2)

g + ∆Gsolv(pCA2−) + ∆Gsolv(H+) − ∆G(x-pCA−)
(5)

again with x =9 or 1.191

Finally, although all quantum mechanics calculations were192

performed using Dalton [57] and Gaussian 09 [42] programs,193

the output analysis was carried out taking advantage of the Mul-194

tiwfn code [58].195
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3. Results and discussion196

3.1. Geometry optimization and relative stability of the isomers197

Full geometry optimization and vibrational frequency calcu-198

lations in gas phase of the neutral form of pCA, its unique de-199

protonated phenolate (1-pCA−) (phenolate) and carboxylate (9-200

pCA−), as well as its doubly deprotonated structure (pCA2−)201

were performed at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level of the QM202

calculation. All these calculations were also performed in wa-203

ter, using the solvent described by the PCM model with the204

same level of QM calculation. We find that all the optimized205

structures of the pCA compounds are flat and stable, in close206

agreement with the previous geometries obtained at the MP2207

[59] and DFT [60, 61] levels of calculation and crystallographic208

experimental data [62–64].209

Initially, by comparing the geometries in the gas phase and210

aqueous solution, we observed that the effects of the solvent on211

the structural properties of pCA are small, with bond distances212

and angle variations less than 2%. Therefore, all the calcula-213

tions for the pCA compounds were made considering the void214

structures. Theoretical data for the electronic energy, the Gibbs215

free energy, and the dipole moment of the pCA compounds in216

gas and in water are presented in Table S1.217

Garcia-Prieto et. al [60] showed that four different forms of218

cis-trans isomerization can be proposed for the neutral form of219

pCA: (i) s-cis-anti; (ii) s-cis-syn; (iii) s-trans-anti, and (iv) s-220

trans-syn. They showed that, regardless of the medium used,221

the s-cis isomers are more stable compared to the s-trans iso-222

mers and identified the s-cis-anti isomer as the most stable in223

the gas phase and the s-cis-syn as its counterpart in solution.224

Therefore, we adopt the s-cis-syn isomer as the starting point225

of the geometry optimization calculations. The calculated value226

obtained for the gas phase dipole moment of pCA is 3.72 D, in227

close agreement with previous theoretical values [60, 61].228

Comparing the free energy in the gas phase, Gg, of the two229

isomeric forms with deprotonation, 9-pCA− and 1-pCA−, we230

observe that the 1-pCA− isomer is 14.70 kcal/mol more sta-231

ble compared to 9-pCA−. However, in an aqueous solution,232

inversion is observed and the 9-pCA− isomer is slightly more233

stable than the 1-pCA− isomer (∆(1-pCA− → 9-pCA− = 1.51234

kcal/mol). This small difference in the free energy of the iso-235

mers in water leads to a coupled system of two-monoanios with236

both phenolate and carboxylate isomers at room temperature237

(RT ≈ 0.6 kcal/mol). To better define this system, a study of238

pCA acidity constants in water is carried out as will be seen239

below. We also analyze the structure of the form double an-240

ion of pCA (pCA2− see Fig. 1 and Table S1. It is important241

to stress that pCA2− is unstable concerning autoionization and242

cannot exist in the gas phase [65]. In water, this divalent anion243

form is stable with respect to self-ionization and may exist. The244

calculated dipole moment of pCA2− in gas is 5.15 D.245

As mentioned above, the solvent effects on the geometric pa-246

rameters of the pCA shapes are minimal, however, deprotona-247

tion leads to a considerable variation in these parameters. In248

all deprotonated forms, a decrease of ∼ 8% (in the gas phase)249

and ∼ 7% (in aqueous solution) can be noted in the C-O bond250

lengths of the deprotonation sites relative to the neutral form.251

Table 1: The free energy (in kcal/mol) for p-coumaric forms (pCA, 9-pCA−,
1-pCA−, and pCA2−) involved in the first and second deprotonation processes
in the gas phase. The geometries were optimized with B3LYP/6–311++G(d,p),
and the corrections of zero-point, thermal, and enthalpy were obtained after the
vibrational frequencies calculations:

Free energy in Gas phase, Gg Values in kcal/mol
Gg(pCA) -359880.17
Gg(9-pCA−) -359539.18
Gg(1-pCA−) -359553.88
Gg(H+) -5.4 [66]
∆Gg(pCA→ 9-pCA− +GgH+) 335.59
∆Gg(pCA→ 1-pCA− + H+) 320.89
∆Gg(9-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) 387.53
∆Gg(1-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) 402.23

Comparing the two isomeric forms with deprotonation, we ob-252

serve that the 1-pCA− have a slight quinoidal character of the253

phenolic ring, with the C2-C3 and C5-C6 bonds being lower254

(around 2%) in comparison with the corresponding to 9-pCA−.255

This result is in agreement with previous studies carried out by256

Garcı́a-Prieto et al. [60].257

Another interesting point is the charge redistribution and258

electronic polarization of the pCA ionic forms caused by the259

solvent effect. This aspect can be evidenced by the large dif-260

ference between the dipole moment in the gas phase (µg) and261

in the aqueous solution (µaq) as shown in Table S1. We ob-262

served 36%, 32%, 75%, and 31% increases in dipole moments263

of pCA, 9-pCA−, 1-pCA− and pCA2− in water compared to the264

gas phase. It is interesting to note that the increase in the dipole265

moment of the phenolate anion is more than twice that of the266

carboxylate anion. This large difference in the dipole moment267

of the isomers can be seen as a consequence of the charge dis-268

tribution of the solute in water. While in the carboxylate, the269

two oxygen atoms at the carboxylate end O11 and O12 have270

almost the same charge (about -0.84 in the gas phase and -0.92271

in water, an increase of ∼ 9%), which are more negative than272

phenolic oxygen, O10 (-0.67 in the gas phase and -0.69 in wa-273

ter, an increase of ∼ 3%). In the case of the phenolate form, the274

three oxygen atoms O10, O11, and O12 have similar charges in275

the gas phase (about -0.76 for O10, -0.72 for O11, and -0.69 for276

O12), but they differed in water with the negative charge most277

located in deprotonated oxygen (around -0.72 for O11 and O12278

and -0.85 for O10). Thus, the effect of the solvent on the elec-279

tronic polarization of two isomers leads to a delocalization of280

the negative charge at different ends of the isomers. In the case281

of the carboxylate, this charge is located in the COO− group,282

while in the phenolate it is located in the PhO− group. This283

result strongly indicates that the effect of the solvent on the284

electronic polarization of this type of compound is an essen-285

tial factor in the determination of atomic charges and must be286

taken into account for an adequate description of their inter-287

action with the solvent. This was observed by Garcı́a-Prieto288

et al. [60], who studied the neutral and charged pCA forms289

in an aqueous solution using molecular dynamics simulations290

combined with the ASEP/MD procedure. They demonstrated291

that the interaction of both 1-pCA− and 9-pCA− with solvent292

molecules alters the relative stability of the isomers, where in293

aqueous solution, the carboxylate is more stable than the phe-294
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(a) Scheme 1

Figure 2: The thermodynamic cycle with the acid-base reaction between the pCA molecules and water in the gas phase and in aqueous solution.

nolate form.295

3.2. Theoretical deprotonation process of p-coumaric in gas296

phase and in water.297

To further analyze the p-coumaric acid/base balance in wa-298

ter, we initially calculated the gas phase free energy of the first299

and second deprotonation using the free energy of the species300

involved as presented in the Eq. 2. The free energy of the301

neutral form of pCA and its deprotonated forms (1-pCA−, 9-302

pCA− and pCA2−) in the gas phase was calculated by adding303

the electronic energy with zero point, thermal, and enthalpy304

corrections. For H+, we used the value of Gg(H+) = −5.4305

kcal/mol, reported previously [66]. Thus, the values calculated306

for the first deprotonation process, ∆Gg(pCA→ 9-pCA− +H+)307

and ∆Gg(pCA → 1-pC− + H+), using Eq. 2 are 333.75 and308

320.34 kcal/mol. Similarly, for the second deprotonation pro-309

cess, ∆Gg(9-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) and ∆Gg(1-pCA− →310

pCA2− + H+), we obtained the values of 387.53 and 402.23311

kcal/mol using Eq. 2 (more details in Table S2). For the pKa312

calculations, we use these values in the Eq. 5 as will be seen313

below.314

By using the thermodynamic cycles shown in Fig. 2, the315

values for ∆Gg (gas phase free energy of the first and second316

deprotonation), ∆Gsolv(X) (standard solvation free energies for317

the proton X = H+, pCA, 9-pCA−, 1-pCA− and pCA2−), we de-318

termined the values for the first (pKa1) and second (pKa2) acid-319

ity constants of pCA in water. For the proton, X = H+, several320

studies have been carried out to determine its standard free ener-321

gies of solvation in water [67–73]. Here, we decided to use the322

experimental value of ∆Gsolv(H+) = 265.9 kcal/mol obtained by323

Tissandier it et al. [72], under standard conditions (1.0 M con-324

centration in the gas phase). For the other species, X = pCA,325

9-pCA−, 1-pCA−, and pCA2−, ∆Gsolv(X) were performed with326

QM calculations, where the effect of solvent was included using327

the PCM [43]. The three contributions of the standard free ener-328

gies of solvation, ∆Gele(X), ∆GvdW (X), and ∆Gcav(X), as well as329

the total values of the standard free energy of solvation of each330

species, that is ∆Gsolv(X) = ∆Gele(X) + ∆GvdW (X) + ∆Gcav(X),331

that are shown in Table 2.332

The results obtained for standard solvation free energies,333

∆Gsolv(X), for X = pCA, 9-pCA−, 1-pCA−, and pCA2−, in wa-334

ter are -15.18, -78.18, -59.17 and -185.81 kcal/mol, respec-335

tively. Note that the relative free energy of solvation (∆∆Gsolv =336

∆Gsolv(1-pCA−) − ∆Gsolv(9 -pCA −)) of the 9-pCA− and 1-337

pCA− isomers is 19 kcal/mol, indicating that the 9-pCA− iso-338

mer is more stable in water compared to 1-pCA−. This result339

is in agreement with our QM results discussed in this section340

and with those by Garcı́a-Prieto et al. [60]. The calculated341

values of the standard deprotonation free energies of pCA in342

aqueous solution for the first deprotonation are ∆Gaq(pCA →343

9-pCA−+H+) = 6.69 and ∆Gaq(pCA→ 1-pCA−+H+) = 11.00344

kcal/mol, obtained using Fig. 2. These values for the second345

deprotonation are ∆Gaq(9-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) = 14.00 and346

∆Gaq(1-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) = 9.69 kcal/mol, obtained us-347

ing Fig. 2. Therefore, the existence of two isomeric forms with348

deprotonation for pCA leads to two pathways of two-proton349

stepwise dissociation, with a free energy difference between the350

two pathways of about 4.3 kcal/mol. This difference in depro-351

tonation free energy leads to two values for the pKa of pCA352

in aqueous solution (pKa1(pCA → 9-pCA− + H+) = 4.90 and353

pKa1(pCA → 1-pCA− + H+) = 8.06 kcal/mol) for the first de-354

protonation and pKa2(9-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) = 10.26 and355

pKa2( 1-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) = 7.10 kcal/mol) for the sec-356

ond deprotonation. The best comparison between the calculated357

values for pKa1(4.90 and 8.06 kcal/mol) and pKa2(10.26 and358

7.10 kcal/mol) and experimental data (pKa1 = 4.36 kcal/mol359

[74] with direct dissociation pCA→ 9-pCA− +H+ for the first360

deprotonation and 9-pCA− → pCA 2− + H+ for the second de-361

protonation process. This result leads to the conclusion that the362

first deprotonation of pCA in water occurs at position 9, that363

is, in the COOH while the second deprotonation a occurs at364

position 1, i.e., in the PhOH group, results in the two-proton365

stepwise dissociation pathway (pCA → 9-pCA − + H+ →366

pCA 2− + 2H+)aq.367

3.3. Structure and hydrogen bonding in the p-coumaric-water368

solution369

As discussed above, the effects of the solvent on the elec-370

tronic polarization of pCA in neutral and deprotonated forms371

are essential for building solvation models to fully describe its372

interaction with the solvent. The liquid structure around the373

molecules charged by a polar solvent like water is probably374

more significant than the neutral molecules. Therefore, the sol-375

vation shells surrounding the pCA forms in all simulated sys-376

tems were analyzed using the Minimum Distance Distribution377

Function (MDDF) [94] between solute and water molecules.378

As shown in Fig. 3 and Table S3, similar MDDF pro-379

files are observed for the pCA forms, indicating identical380

structures of solvation shells. However, a comparison among381

the MDDF profiles suggests that the arrangement of water382

molecules around each pCA system is different. The MDDF383

profiles show a more structured micro-solvation layer than the384
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Table 2: Solvation-free energies in (kcal/mol) of p-coumaric forms (pCA, 9-pCA−, and 1-pCA−) involved in the first deprotonation process in water according to
the equilibrium reaction shown in Scheme 1. The values were calculated using QM calculation with HF/6-31+G(d)/PCM/UAHF:

Free energy X = pCA X = 9-pCA− X = 1-pCA− X = pCA2−

∆Gele(X) -18.19 -80.68 -62.00 -188.14
∆GvdW (X) -18.92 -18.71 -18.51 -18.28
∆Gcav(X) 21.94 21.21 21.33 20.61
∆Gsolv(X) -15.18 -78.18 -59.17 -185.81

Scheme 1 ∆Gg ∆Gaq pKa pKa [Exp.]
(pCA→ 9-pCA− + H+) 335.59 6.69 4.90 4.36 [74], 4.6 [75]
(pCA→ 1-pCA− + H+) 320.89 11.00 8.06 4.36 [74], 4.6 [75]

Scheme 2
(9-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) 387.53 14.00 10.26 8.98 [74], 9.3 [75]
(1-pCA− → pCA2− + H+) 402.23 9.69 7.10 8.98 [74], 9.3 [75]

Figure 3: Minimum distance distribution function (MDDF) between p-
coumaric forms (pCA, 9-pCA−, 1-pCA−, and pCA2−) and the water molecules
obtained from MC simulations.

first and second solvation layers. This micro-solvation layer385

is observed starting at 1.2 Å and ending at 2.2 Å, containing386

approximately 6, 9, 8, and 11 water molecules around pCA,387

9-pCA−, 1-pCA−, and pCA2− , respectively. It has precisely388

the water molecules about to participate in the hydrogen bonds389

between the solute and the solvent.390

The first hydration layer is observed in the range from 2.2 to391

3.8 Å. Integration to 3.8 Å encloses 33, 27, 30, and 24 water392

molecules around pCA, 9-pCA−, 1-pCA− and pCA2−, respec-393

tively. The second save starts at 4.8 Å and extends to about394

5.0 Å. By integrating the MDDF profiles over the region of395

the micro solvation layer, as well as the first and second sol-396

vation layers, it was determined that there are about 61, 62,397

62, and 64 water molecules present around pCA, 9-pCA−, 1-398

pCA− and pCA2−, respectively. The structural properties ob-399

tained from the simulation analyses are summarized in Table400

S1. As expected, due to charge redistribution and electronic401

polarization of the charged forms, the solvation shell surround-402

ing the species with a -2 charge had the largest number of wa-403

ter molecules, followed by those with a -1 charge and finally404

those that had a charge of 0. This tendency to increase the405

number of water molecules around the species is also observed406

in the microsolvation layer, since the simulation analyses re-407

turned more hydrogen-bonded water molecules with the species408

charge equal to -2 than with charge -1, as will be discussed later.409

To better compare hydrogen bonding (HB) in neutral and410

charged species, we employ the order (a simple DICE tool)411

[95] to investigate these interactions between the pCA species412

and the molecules of water. The pCA has three acceptors (O1,413

O2, and O3) and two donors (H1 and H2) of the HB. HBs are414

obtained using a geometric distance (radial RO···O ≤ 3.25 Å and415

angular OÔH ≤ 40◦) and energy criteria (Ei j ≤ −0.01 kcal/mol)416

[96, 97]. We found an average of 3.8, 6.5, 4.4, and 5.6 HBs417

formed between the pCA forms (pCA, 9-pCA−, 1-pCA− and418

pCA2−) and water molecules, respectively. The calculated in-419

teraction energies for these hydrogen bonds are -5.3, -11.9, -420

7.9, and -15.6 kcal/mol, respectively. As we can see, there are421

obvious differences between the hydrogen bonding properties422

of the neutral and charged (single and doubly deprotonated)423

forms. The number and energy (in modulus) of H bonds in424

pCA structures are highest in pCA2−, followed by 9-pCA− and425

1-pCA−, and finally by the PCA. In the case of the individu-426

ally deprotonated isomers, these properties of 9-pCA− are much427

stronger compared to those of 1-pCA−, indicating that 9-pCA−428

has strong HB interactions with water molecules.429

3.4. Absorption spectra analysis430

Table 3 and Fig. 4 show, respectively, the data for the431

ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectra of pCA molecules consid-432

ering implicit and explicit solvation models and time-dependent433

DFT. The results allow us to analyze both the dissociation of434

protons and the effects of the solvent.435

The UV-Vis spectra of the pCA molecules are assigned by436

a strong absorption band located in the visible region of the437

UV-Vis-Exp spectra. As for the gas phase results, although an438

experimental report is not allowed, the current results of TD-439

CAM-B3LYP indicate that proton dissociation shifts electronic440

excitations over a wide range of values. As an example, for the441

original pCA molecule, this absorption maximum is located at442

301 nm, and analysis of the frontier molecular orbitals shown443

in Fig. 5 indicates that this spectral line is composed of a strong444

π → π∗ symmetry. Regarding the loss of the proton, taking the445

pCA molecule as a reference, a bathochromic effect would be446

observed. From Table 3, in the gas phase, 1-pCA−, 9-pCA−,447

and pCA2− molecules would present an optical space located448

respectively at 361, 261, and 299 nm.449
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Table 3: Solvent effect on the π−π∗ excitation of p-coumaric forms. All values
for wavelength (λ/nm) and oscillator strength (O.S.) are obtained at the TD-
CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d, p) level of theory using different solvent models:

Model λ (nm) O.S. Exp.(nm)
pCA Gas 282.6 0.7

PCM 294.8 0.8 308 [98]
ASEC 288.1 0.7
HB + PC 290.8 0.8
MS + PC 293.9 0.8

1-pCA− Gas 360.5 0.9
PCM 367.7 1.1 356 [98]
ASEC 343.4 0.9
HB + PC 346.5 1.0
MS + PC 348.5 1.0

9-pCA− Gas 261.3 0.4
PCM 273.9 0.6 285 [98]
ASEC 271.5 0.6
HB + PC 282.2 0.7
MS + PC 272.0 0.5

pCA2− Gas 298.7 0.5
PCM 321.8 0.7 333 [99]
ASEC 304.1 0.7
HB + PC 315.7 0.8
MS + PC 308.6 0.9

On the other hand, the inclusion of the solvent introduces450

some particularities, affecting the order shown above, and in-451

dicating that it is dangerous to try to describe the liquid phase452

without proper modeling work. Based on experimental reports453

in an aqueous environment, the correct ordering for λmax is454

9-pCA− < pCA < pCA2− < 1-pCA−. In other words, the ex-455

change between the pCA and 9-pCA− molecules must be taken456

into account. This effect has its origin in the different solva-457

tochromes made for pCA and its deprotonated forms.458

As an example, from gas to solvent, all solvation models indi-459

cate that the pCA molecule undergoes a bathochromic change.460

Electrostatic description, ASEC, and PCM show absorptions at461

288 and 294 nm, which is clearly a redshift from gas phase462

excitation (283 nm). This trend is also corroborated by improv-463

ing the level of modeling of the solvent. In this line, HB+PC464

and MS+PC include, respectively, the solute-solvent hydrogen465

bonds and the microsolvation layer in the electrostatic field of466

the 300 water molecules, being a more realistic description.467

These two models indicate absorptions at 291 ± 1 and 294 ± 1468

nm, indicating ∼ 11 ± 0.1 nm as a bathochromic effect.469

However, in contrast to the pCA solvatochromism, all its de-470

protonated forms show a hypsochromic effect in a solvent. For471

9-pCA−, which lost its proton from the carbonyl group, both472

HB+PC, and MS+PC give values at 282 and 272 nm which are473

in agreement with the experiment, 308 nm [98]. This displace-474

ment, although moderate, is enough to invert the relative posi-475

tions between the transitions π→ π∗ between pCA and 9-pCA−476

chromophores with respect to the gas phase.477

Similarly, the remaining two chromophores also undergo478

hypsochromic effects from the gaseous to the liquid medium.479

For the pCA2− molecule, the ASEC solvation model predicts480

the maximum to be at 304 nm, in good agreement with the ex-481

perimental data of 333 nm [98], and indicating a smooth red-482

shift of 5 nm from the gas phase. The PCM, HB+PC, and483

Figure 4: The UV-Vis spectra calculated for pCA (black), 9-pCA− (red), 1-
pCA− (green), and pCA2− (blue) for different solvation models using the TD-
CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) level of quantum mechanics.

MS+PC solvation models show the same behavior.484

Finally, the blue shift is visible for the 1-pCA− form. The485

experimental report for the lowest π → π∗ excitations is 356486

nm [99], which is in excellent agreement with some theoretical487

predictions set out in table 3. ASEC and HB+PC estimate 343488

and 347±1nm, respectively. These values suggest blue changes489

around 18 and 14 nm. Although the other models overestimate490

λmax, they confirm molecular hypochromics.491

To appreciate it, it is possible to see the results with B3LYP492

in Table S4 and Fig. S1 that shows a behavior similar to493

that obtained with CAM-B3LYP. However, the B3LYP method494

presents results slightly shifted towards high energies, indicat-495

ing that the lack of long-range interactions tends to overestimate496

the absorption energies.497

3.5. Frequency-dependent first hyperpolarizability498

Table 4 presents the results of the NLO response of pCA499

molecules considering different degrees of quantum mechanics500

using the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set. First considering the pCA501

molecule under gas phase conditions, the CCSD results indicate502

a value of 1097.70 au for the first rate-dependent hyperpolariz-503

ability, βHRS. Regarding the proton dissociation effect, a differ-504

ent behavior is observed depending on the molecular end where505

deprotonation occurs. Relative to the parent chromophore, the506

9-pCA− molecule lost a proton from the carboxylic group and507
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Table 4: The frequency-dependent (ω = 1064 nm) first hyperpolarizabilities (βHRS/au) obtained within the hyper-Rayleigh scattering formalism for different
solvation models, quantum mechanics approximations and the 6-311++G(d,p) basis set:

Complex Model CCSD CC2 CAM-B3LYP ωB97XD B3LYP
9-pCA− Gas 159.55 284.80 164 152 369

ASEC 159.15 235.45 1028 990 1377
PCM 949 932 1281

pCA Gas 1097.70 1443.54 1373 1301 1708
ASEC 1098.46 1483.45 1702 1611 2095
PCM 2290 2159 2994

pCA2− Gas 1673.18 2228.77 1902 1809 4567
ASEC 1643.44 2208.27 2359 2231 2511
PCM 3568 3358 2095

1-pCA− Gas 4191.18 4495.79 3446 3500 2782
ASEC 4393.97 4906.18 3297 3252 2862
PCM 6105 6039 5193

(a) LUMO (b) HOMO

Figure 5: Illustration of the frontier molecular orbitals involved in the π → π∗

transition: highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) plotted using the CAM-B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p)
level of theory.

the NLO response decreased to 159.55 au, representing a diver-508

gence of 85.5%.509

However, if the proton is removed from the phenolic group,510

the behavior is the opposite. For the 1-pCA− molecule, the511

value of 4191.18 au is obtained for βHRS, which represents512

an increase of 367.3% with respect to the reference molecule513

(pCA). Furthermore, this effect prevails if both carboxylic and514

phenolic protons are removed. The CCSD predicts a higher515

value (1673.18 au) for the pCA2− molecule than that reported516

for pCA.517

Based on CCSD data, the order of gain of βHRS under gas518

phase conditions would be 9-pCA− < pCA < pCA2− <519

1-pCA−. If we examine the other results obtained with CC2, as520

well as those calculated for the methods based on DFT, CAM-521

B3LYP, and ωB97XD, it is immediately obvious that these522

methods reproduce the results of CCSD at least for molecules523

in the gas phase. However, B3LYP gives other order of gain524

(9-pCA− < pCA < 1-pCA− < pCA2−), which indicates that525

including interactions like Van der Waals and long-range cor-526

rections is essential for correct NLO description of coumarin527

chromophores.528

Concerning the inclusion of the solvent and regardless of the529

dipolar or even octupolar nature of the NLO response, in gen-530

eral, the first hyperpolarizability presents a linear dependence531

with respect to the optical gap (β ∝ λmax)[19, 78–80]. As532

shown above, the experimental analysis indicates the following533

order for the gain of λmax with respect to proton dissociation:534

9-pCA− < pCA < pCA2− < 1-pCA−. Thus, even in a solvent535

environment, βHRS should obey the same order, and according536

to the theoretical results presented in Table 4, this effect is ob-537

served. According to the CCSD/ASEC solvent approach, even538

in an aqueous environment, proton dissociation is key to en-539

compassing the NLO response of pCA molecules over a wide540

range of values between 159.15 and 4393.97 au with all other541

methods. pointing to the same behavior. Regarding the perfor-542

mance of these materials, recent reports on the first frequency-543

dependent hyperpolarizability in urea and p-nitroaniline indi-544

cate optical responses of 37.3 and 74.3 au, respectively [82].545

Therefore, pCA molecules hold promise for NLO uses.546

Regarding the proper effect of the solvent, compared to547

CCSD and the less accurate CC2 methods and all DFT func-548

tionals present serious problems. For example, based on the549

relationship between β and λmax, an increase in the optical re-550

sponse of the pCA molecule is expected, and the CCSD/ASEC551

and CC2/ASEC methods confirm this expectation, although552

predicting mild solvent effects, approximately 0.1% and 2.8%,553

with respect to the gas-phase value.554

However, the hypochromic shift in the optical gap made for555

all deprotonated forms of pCA (see Table 3) indicates that the556

solvent should reduce the optical response. Except for the 1-557

pCA− molecule, CCSD and CC2 predict the correct trend for558

all remaining deprotonated pCA structures, but all other meth-559

ods indicate an unrealistic gain in βHRS. Thus, care must be560

taken when analyzing the NLO response of deprotonated chro-561

mophores using DFT-based methods.562

It is worth making a brief comment on the effects of geometry563

on the NLO response of studied coumarin molecules. We cal-564

culated the NLO parameters for the gas phase and geometries565

in water (see Table S5) without accounting for the environmen-566

tal contributions, and the results suggest slight geometry effects.567

For example, βHRS values of 1373 au (11.8×10−30 esu) and 1414568

au (12.2 × 10−30 esu) are obtained for the molecule of pCA. A569

similar conclusion is reached for the remaining chromophores.570

Taking the CCSD approximation as a reference, DFT-based571

methods are known for underestimating properties like the first572

and second hyperpolarizabilities (β and γ). These effects have573

been attested for a variety of dyes like acid bases [83], cyanines574

[84], and p-quinodimethane derivatives [40]. Our results indi-575

cate that higher orders of electron-correlation effects are neces-576
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: PDOS os pCA molecules and their changes in the main molecular bands with the deprotonation. (a) carboxyl group at vacuum, (b) carboxyl group at
PCM (ethanol), (c) phenolic group at vacuum, and (d) phenolic group at PCM(ethanol).

sary to describe parameters like β and γ. That puts functional-577

ities like ωB97XD, M06-2X, and B97XD at an advantageous578

position. For instance, looking at Table 4, B3LYP gives the579

poorest description of the βHRS parameter. On the other hand,580

except for 1-pCA−, the ωB97XD method is the one with the581

best results. Furthermore, the WB97XD functional has the ad-582

vantage of providing results consistent with experimental val-583

ues for different systems [86, 87].584

In the face of the results above, it is noteworthy to mention585

some probable applications. The pCA deprotonation clearly586

provides a switchable device with at least four operator stages.587

This idea is factual and has been suggested by Wang and collab-588

orators who proposed a two-dimensional pincer with second-589

order nonlinear optical response modulating among at least590

three well-defined stages [22].591

Other applications are concerned with assessing higher third-592

order effects from charged systems. The hyper-Rayleigh scat-593

tering allows the evaluation of the second hyperpolarizability594

(γ), which domains third-order effects. Moreover, the Electric595

Field-Induced Second Harmonic Generation (EFISHG) only596

can be applied to uncharged systems. However, it has been597

shown by theory [85] and experiment [23] that a systematic in-598

clusion of appropriate counterions can be administrated to de-599

velop nonlinear optical switches based with higher third order600

coefficients (γEFISHG).601

3.6. PDOS and MEP analysis602

To better understand the specific effect of deprotonation on603

pCA molecules and to verify the influence of PCM solvent on604

energy levels, the Projected Density of States (PDOS) was cal-605

culated. Regarding UV-vis spectroscopy, PDOS helps to ob-606

serve which molecular radicals are involved in an electronic607

transition [88–91]. From this work, it is clear that deproto-608

nation has a great influence on the λmax, and consequently on609

the βHRS [19, 92, 93] (see section 3.4 and 3.5 ). Once the ma-610

jor molecular regions evolved into these effects, the phenolic611

and carboxyl groups, the PDOS was set up to observe specific612

changes in their bands in gas-phase and solvent PCM ethanol.613

This solvent has a relative permittivity value of ϵ = 24.5, suffi-614

cient to observe the electrostatic interaction of the deprotonated615

molecules and the environment.616

The PDOS of the carboxyl groups of PCA, 1-PCA− and617

9-PCA− are shown in Fig. 6. Taking the pCA molecule618

as a reference (black line), it can be observed (fig. 6a) that619

the carboxyl group has small contributions in the available620

states around the Highest Occupied Molecular Orbital (HOMO)621
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(a) pCA

(b) 9-pCA−

(c) 1-pCA−

Figure 7: The molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) mapping obtained using
the B3LYP/6-311++G(d,p) for gas-phase molecules. Blue colors denote the
number of positive charges, while orange shows higher electronic density.

(EHOMO = −6.41 eV) and the lowest unoccupied molecu-622

lar orbital (LUMO) (ELUMO = −2.12 eV), and the relative623

transition is ∆EpCA = 4.29eV. Relevant contributions arise at624

0.0 eV and beyond 1.50 eV. In contrast, the carboxyl of the625

1-pCA− molecule (red line) has some peaks in the occupied626

states but is visible the importance of its orbitals in the HOMO627

(EHOMO = −1.51 eV) and LUMO (ELUMO = 1.73 eV) com-628

position (∆E1−pCA− = 3.24 eV). Their contributions in the re-629

gion of the unoccupied states are almost null, except for a630

faint band around 2.0 eV. In the case of the 9-pCA− molecule631

(blue line), the HOMO (EHOMO = −1.58 eV) and the LUMO632

(ELUMO = 1.43 eV) were shifted to higher energies, but HOMO633

is less sensitive than LUMO. The HOMO-LUMO gap narrowed634

to ∆E9−pCA = 3.01 eV. The emergence of the large band can be635

observed around −2.0 eV. Deprotonation, in these cases, shifts636

the energy levels to higher energies and reduces the HOMO-637

LUMO transition. The ethanol PCM (Fig. 6b) makes the638

pCA carboxyl bands broader, but there are no appreciable dis-639

placement effects. Between −6.0 eV and 0.0 eV, the 1-pCA−640

and 9-pCA− bands are suppressed and the redistribution of en-641

ergy levels modifies the HOMO-LUMO gap: ∆EpCA = 4.20eV,642

∆E1−pCA− = 3.34 eV, and ∆E9−pCA− = 4.62 eV. This difference643

in the band gap for 9-pCA− from gas-phase to ethanol confirms644

the sensitivity of the deprotonated radical to electrostatic ef-645

fects.646

The analysis of the phenolic group in a gas phase is shown647

in Fig. 6c. As can be seen, the associated bands have the ma-648

jority of states available for occupation. In the case of the pCA649

molecule, the phenolic group (black line) has a small contribu-650

tion to the HOMO composition, but peaks around −2.0 eV are651

contributing to LUMO. The bands in the region of the unoccu-652

pied orbitals are shifted to lower energies. Compared to the gas-653

phase results, there is a higher PDOS throughout the analyzed654

energy range and the bands are more dense. The same conclu-655

sion could be reached for 1-pCA− (red lines) and 9-pCA− (blue656

line). Since these results are on different regions of the same657

molecules, and if these curves are put together, it can be seen658

that the phenolic group is more prominent and their contribu-659

tions are complementary. It occurs due to the larger number660

of π electrons in the phenolic group and the presence of oxy-661

gen, which is an electron attractor. For 1-pCA− the trend of the662

band extends throughout the energy interval and for 9-pCA−663

the central bands are suppressed and redistributed in order to664

concentrate their peaks and increase the degeneracy in their665

bands. When the effect of PCM solvent is taken into account666

(Fig. 6d) the separation between the contributions of HOMO-667

LUMO to PDOS for 1-pCA− and 9-pCA− becomes clear. The668

pCA molecule is less sensitive to the PCM solvent. It shows the669

sensitivity of the phenolic group to electrostatic effects and the670

shift of the bands at lower energies. A large band is shown by671

1-pCA− and 9-pcA− in the region of unoccupied orbitals.672

In summary, the redistribution of molecular energy levels un-673

der deprotonation shows that the phenolic group is determinant674

in the dynamics of electronic transitions. Despite the contri-675

butions of π-electrons from the carboxyl group and from the676

central chain of atoms, the phenolic group shows sensitivity to677

deprotonation even in the 9-pCA− molecule. Once these dy-678

namics change the electronic transitions, it is associated with679

the change of the NLO response of these molecules through the680

loss of H atoms in the phenolic and carboxyl groups.681

Molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) plots, Fig. 7, map-682

ping the neutral pCA molecule, and its two monoanionic forms,683

is another way to understand the effect of proton removal. As684

can be seen, the removal of the H atom from the phenyl group685

attracts the electron density onto the phenyl ring, in agreement686

with the prediction aforementioned in the PDOS analysis.687

3.7. Dipolar and octupolar contributions688

The NLO response of a chromophore is composed of dipolar689

(ΦJ=1) and octupolar (ΦJ=3) contributions [19], and it is impor-690

tant to know which is predominant to propose suitable NLO691

applications. Therefore, to better classify the optical response692

of pCA molecules, Table S6 presents the CAM-B3LYP results693

for these contributions obtained in both gas and solvent.694

Under gas phase conditions, Fig. 8a allows us to see the ef-695

fect of proton dissociation. The neutral pCA molecule is es-696

sentially a dipole (ΦJ=1 > ΦJ=3). However, systematic removal697

of the proton from any hydroxide group reverses this condition,698

making the system slightly more octupolar (ΦJ=1 < ΦJ=3). The699

same behavior is attested by the concept of depolarization ratio700
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(a) Gas-phase molecules

(b) Hydrated molecules (ASEC)

Figure 8: The octupolar (ΦJ=3) and dipolar (ΦJ=1) contributions plotted for the
pCA molecules at gas-phase (top) and in an aqueous solvent (bottom).

(DR), in which the values range from 1.5 (dipolar) to 9 (octupo-701

lar) values. According to Table S3, from pCA to pCA2− , the702

DR values decrease from 4.55 to 3.45, indicating a predomi-703

nance of dipolar architectures with deprotonation.704

This effect occurs by reducing the dimensions of the705

molecules in a preferential direction by removing the hydro-706

gen from the hydroxyl groups. This process makes the chro-707

mophores more three-dimensional, which favors the charge708

transfer procedure in all molecular axes, becoming octupolar709

[54, 81].710

However, the effect of the solvent is opposite to that ob-711

served above. Figure 8b clearly shows that dipolar contribu-712

tions prevail in the liquid environment for all pCA derivatives.713

This effect probably has its origin in the polarization of the so-714

lute due to the solvent, which for ground-state molecules, can715

increase the permanent molecular dipole moment. For nearly716

one-dimensional molecules such as the pCA derivatives shown717

in Fig. 1, this behavior favors unidirectional charge transfer718

procedures on a preferential molecular axis, which is conduc-719

tion for the establishment of dipole contributions.720

4. Conclusions721

We have carried out a systematic investigation of the effects722

of solvent and deprotonation on the thermochemical stability,723

solvatochromism, and NLO response of the pCA molecule and724

its deprotonated derivatives. The solvent has a large impact on725

the optical response. The UV-Vis spectra of all deprotonated726

forms of pCA undergo a blue shift from gas to solvent, while727

the neutral pCA molecule undergoes a bathochromic shift. As a728

general behavior, dissociation of the proton changes the absorp-729

tion maximum within a wide range of values (285 ≤ λmax ≤ 356730

nm) in the visible spectrum. However, the impact on the NLO731

response is more pronounced. The used QM methods indicate732

that these properties are primarily sensitive to the molecular pe-733

riphery from which the proton is extracted i. e. the outer molec-734

ular electronic cloud. An ionization in the carboxylic group735

leads to higher optical gaps and the lowest NLO response. On736

the other hand, if the extraction occurs in the phenolic group,737

lower values of the absorption maximum and giant values of738

the NLO coefficients are observed. Solvated CCSD calculations739

show a large value (159.15 ≤ βHRS ≤ 4393.9 au) which is sig-740

nificant for the modulation of the second-order NLO response.741

From the QM point of view, this effect occurs because the pref-742

erential removal of protons affects the contribution of the π con-743

ducting orbitals located in the aromatic ring. As a general con-744

clusion, proton dissociation works as an NLO switch consid-745

erably improving the NLO behavior of pCA molecules. Ther-746

mochemical analysis indicated that the two non-ionic structures747

(9-pCA− and 1-pCA−) are stable in a solvent, allowing a wide748

range of NLO modulations.749
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